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Ковроделие Западного Азербайджана имеет
многовековую историю и значительные художест-
венные достоинства, о чем наглядно свидетельству-
ют сюжеты на надгробьях в селе Уруд. На некоторых
из них можно видеть изображения старинных ковро-
дельческих инструментов. Ковроделие Западного
Азербайджана отражает мифологические представ-
ления народа и в целом его духовный мир, вплоть до
священных символов и тотемов. К сожалению, ков-
роделие Западного Азербайджана, его школы и на-
правления до сих пор не становились самостоя-
тельной темой исследования. Тем не менее уже

Carpet weaving art of Western Azerbaijan has a long
history and highly artistic features. Scenic bas-reliefs on the
medieval gravestones found in Urud village of Zangezur
region are visual evidences of this. Here one can see depic-
tions of carpet looms, figures of carpet weavers and scissors
carved in some stones dated the 16th c.  Carpet weaving art
of Western Azerbaijan reflects the deepest layers of mytho-
logical ideas of the people created it. From this viewpoint, it
is possible to say with absolute certainty that if toponimy can
tell about genesis of the people, carpet weaving art and its
patterns reflect in this or in a different ways the inner world,
worship totems and symbols, internal values of those people.
Thus, this art is another information medium of ethnic ideas
of the people created it. There is a need to mention with
regret that carpet weaving of Western Azerbaijan had not
been a separate subject to investigation until the present
time. So, its different schools and patterns had not been
properly investigated. Along with this, efforts of the last cen-
tury's scientists resulted in discovery and inclusion of pat-
terns weaved in the aforesaid area in scientific literature as
the samples of Azerbaijan art. These patterns give reason to
assert that there were two big centers of carpet weaving in
this region. 

One of them covers the territory surrounded Lake
Goycha located in the north-east of Western Azerbaijan.
Patterns being woven here were a part of the Gazakh weaving
school and its ornament elements were similar to such com-
positions as Gedabey, Shykhly and Kemerli. Actually, these
were different patterns woven by the same people. Latif
Kerimov, a prominent expert on carpet weaving, in his funda-
mental work "Carpet Weaving in Azerbaijan" has united the
carpets woven in this region into a single group that he has
named by the name of this area - Garagoyunlu. This group
includes articles woven in such Azerbaijan historic villages as
Polad, Chaykend, Gelkend, Agbulag, Tala, Karvansaray (pre-
sent Ijevan), Uzuntula surrounded Lake Goycha.

In scientific literature patterns made in this area are
called often Goycha. There were some patterns and composi-
tions. The most striking was a carpet named "Heykal".
Garagoyunlu carpets are not on the whole big-sized and their
thickness is comparatively thin. Patterns being used in 

carpet weaving are similar by their form and technique
to artistic specimens of the Middle Asian patterns.

Another area of carpet weaving of Western Azerbaijan
covers the historic lands located between Nakhchivan and
Garabakh - Dereleyez, Zangezur and Basarkecher. It is should
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имеющиеся данные позволяют говорить о двух круп-
ных центрах ковроделия - первый охватывал Гойчу, а
второй - Зангезур и Даралаяз. Гойчинские ковры бы-
ли названы известным экспертом по азербайджан-

be acknowledged that carpet weaving of this area is insuffi-
ciently explored. However, the obtained materials enable to
assert that articles and patterns woven here are similar to the
Jabrayil group of Garabakh weaving school. Actually, articles
made here form a single whole with carpets of that group both
by typical compositions of the patterns and identical ornament
elements. Nowadays, people from this area living in different
regions of Azerbaijan are making carpets based on the com-
positions woven during centuries. 

Undoubtedly, the present materials are unable to talk
comprehensively about carpet weaving of Western
Azerbaijan. As it was above-mentioned, carpet weaving art

had not been independently investigated until the present
time. At the same time, political leaders of our Republic have
recently attached significance to cultural heritage of the area.
This enables to believe that the present problem will be solved
in the near future. Because carpet weaving is a kind of art that
lives in genetic memory, hearts and mentality of the people
and can be restored at any time regardless of their location and
living conditions.
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скому ковроделию Лятифом Керимовым "каракоюн-
лу" - по названию этих мест - и приближаются к гяда-
бейским коврам. Ковры второй школы имеют некото-
рое сходство с одной из групп карабахской ковродель-
ческой школы.
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